**Golf Singles**

**Open Comp Playoffs**

Please Note: Matches must be played and submitted no later than the date listed on the bracket. All playoff scores can be submitted using the same Singles/Doubles Results Form.

---

**Champion**

Samuel Consolvo

**2nd Place**

Andrew Calis

Ben Daniels

Submit by 11/1

Samuel Consolvo

Submit by 11/7

Ismael Gomez

Submit by 11/1

Double Forfeit

Cory Demers

Submit by 11/1

Shravan Mohan

Submit by 11/7

Robert Cusher

Submit by 11/1

Andrew Calis

---

Ben Daniels (412) 735-1500 bdaniels63@vt.edu
Andrew Calis (301) 351-5164 acalis15@vt.edu
Samuel Consolvo (540) 467-1417 samueltc@vt.edu
Cory Demers (443) 944-2824 coryd499@vt.edu
Shravan Mohan (703) 508-6724 shravan24@vt.edu
Robert Cusher (703) 300-0948 robcusher@vt.edu
Ismael Gomez (703) 231-2001 ishg@vt.edu